WPCSA Virtual Junior Handler Class

Video specifications:

1. Entry will start at point A and walk to the camera.
2. Upon reaching the camera operator, the exhibitor should stop their Welsh and set up for inspection. Camera operator should capture 5-10 seconds of each view of the Welsh (front, right profile, rear and left profile) with the Welsh centered in the frame from each angle.
3. Once all set up recording has been completed, the exhibitor should walk his Welsh a few paces and then trot to point B which is approximately 50 feet away.
4. At point B the exhibitor should continue trotting his Welsh, turn to the right and continue trotting around point C and stopping across from the camera at point D.

Pattern Legend

Points ○
Walk———
Trot———
Camera ●

Pattern Measurements

Camera – Point B: Approx. 50 ft